HealthPass NY PEO - Webinar Q&A
When will the HealthPass NY PEO roll out?
The HealthPass NY PEO is live to quote and enroll immediately. To get started, reach out to your HealthPass Account Executive or ask your
General Agent directly for more information and to secure a quote for your next PEO client.
When can a group enroll with the PEO?
Groups may start PEO services on their desired date - normally to coincide with a transition in payroll. Medical coverage is available for
members to enroll as of the 1st of the month only.
What state is the PEO written out of?
DecisionHR (DHR) is headquartered out of St Petersburg FL. Insurance contracts and services are written out of the state of New York.
Is it only available in metro NY?
No. The HealthPass NY PEO is available to any business domiciled in NYS within the Empire BCBS selling area. This includes Downstate,
Mid-Hudson and the Capital District.
How many employees (%) must live in NY?
As long as the business is domiciled in NY, there is no minimum number of employees required to live in the state.
Is coverage available in all states for employees working around the country?
All of the Empire BCBS Plans have access to the BlueCard national network of providers.
Is there a minimum group size?
There must be at least 5 employees enrolled on the Medical plan and 50% of eligible employees (less valid waivers) enrolling.
What are the Medical participation requirements?
There must be at least 5 employees enrolled on the Medical plan. 50% of employees (minus valid waivers) must enroll in Medical
and there is a 50% minimum employer Medical contribution.
What is the policy term for the PEO services?
The PEO renews annually for the services based on the group's effective date.
What is the renewal date for the Medical plan?
The Empire BCBS Medical plan renews every January 1st. Rates will change annually on that date.
Is the HealthPass NY PEO risk pool separate or a part of the DHR direct pool?
Groups will be underwritten by DHR at initial enrollment and at every renewal as part of their entire risk pool.
Do groups need to wait until renewal to enroll a group into the PEO?
No. Groups may enroll at any time. They do not need to wait until their renewal to enroll.

Will there be another carrier as an option in the future?
Empire BCBS is a great new partner that we are looking forward to working with. There are no plans to offer another carrier at this time.
Can groups separate the ancillary out?
Yes, the ancillary can be carved out from the plan offering. Any carved out lines of coverage will not be visible to the group.
Can carved out ancillary products still be administered through the PEO platform?
No, carved out ancillary cannot be administered on the platform, though deductions for outside ancillary can be accommodated via payroll.
How does the 401k plan work?
The 401k plan can be offered to all employees. BlueStar is the Administrator of the plan. Regardless of location, all employees can be
offered this product. For more information visit: https://bluestarretirement.com/
How is COBRA handled?
COBRA is fully administered by the PEO, which is a large employer and thus subject to the Federal statute.
How much lead time is needed to quote and enroll a group?
60+ days in advance of the group effective date will ensure the best experience. Group implementation can begin in as few as 30 days
prior in select situations.
What is the advantage of going through HealthPass vs going direct with DHR?
The greatest advantage is working with the HealthPass support team you have known and have trusted for years.
Which types of groups are the best targets for the PEO?
Groups looking to save money on benefits while reducing their administrative burdens are candidates for the PEO. The HealthPass NY PEO
may be particularly attractive to blue and grey collar groups that are often under-served by the PEO market. Hospitality, service and home
healthcare are examples of industries that realize the greatest cost savings.
Is there a HealthPass underwriting discount?
No. The cost to the employer is neutral with HealthPass involved. There is no special HealthPass underwriting discount, nor any additional
costs.
How does the pricing compare to other PEOs?
The plan is very competitive on the administration fee and Medical. It is even more competitive on Workers' Compensation due to the
longstanding relationship with AIG and autonomous underwriting authority.
Do you have to be a P&C Licensed Agent/Broker to sell the PEO since it includes Workers' Compensation?
No, you are not required to have a P&C license to promote the HealthPass NY PEO.
What is the Broker of Record process?
There are no Broker of Record changes allowed as the selling broker is vested for the life of the contract.
Do competing brokers get the same quote?
There are no dual quotes for a group. Once a broker quotes the group it is protected for the sales cycle.
What is the broker compensation?
Brokers earn 20% of the monthly administration fees on each employee on payroll (regardless of if those employees are enrolled in
Medical). This often is equal to or greater than 4% of the Medical premium.
How do I find out more if I have additional questions?
Please reach out to your dedicated HealthPass Account Executive, sales@healthpassny.com or your General Agent if you have further
questions.

